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THEIR MEANING . . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION . . . TO PROVIDE A

VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF
GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD.''
POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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Athens and
Jerusalem:
Allies or
Antagonists?

"Young people come to college as delightful pagøns, not Christiøns, even
those who høve grown up ín churches. The thin ecclesiøstical veneer of their
existence is gladly laíd aside at thefirst opportunity."
By CHARLES H. TALBERT
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hat is there in common between Athens and
Jerusalem? What between the Academy and

the Church?" It was a North African lawyer,
Tertullian of Carthage, who near A.D. 200 stated
with clarity this fundamental issue.' What indeed have
faith and reason, piety and learning to do with one
another?

In the main stream of Christian life in the ancient
church the answer to Tertullian's question, if not
unanimous, was clear cut. On the one hand, reason
Charles H, Talbert is Professor of New Testament at Wake Forest
University, Winston-Salem, North Carolina. This article is an adaptation of
his Founder's Day address at Wake Forest on February 13, 1919,

must be free and learning was valued. Gregory
Thaumaturgos, a third century Christian, describes
the eight years he spent as a pupil of Origen, the
greatest Christian mind of that age.
No subject was forbidden to us, nothing hidden
or inaccessible. We were allowed to become
acquainted with every doctrine, barbarian or
Greek, with things spiritual and secular, divine
and human, traversing ïvith all confidence and
investigating the whole circuit of knowledge,
and satisfying ourselves with full enjoyment of
all pleasures of the soul (Panegyric on Origen,
l3-15).
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On the other hand, the same church that had come
see that reason must be free and learning valued,
as Barclay puts it, "never forgot . . . that more than
knowledge is necessary, for a devil is bad, but a
clever and an educated devil is still worse,"' Reason
and learning detached from their roots in the soil of

to

values are not only incomplete but downright
dangerous. This two-pronged position characterized
the leaders of the ancient church, For them, Athens
and Jerusalem belonged together.

In this country the religious roots of many
of higher education are well known.
Albea Codbold's discussion of why churches
institutions

repeatedly founded colleges lists as the second of ten
reasons that education was believed to be a function

of religion. Godbold

cites in this connection the
Christian Index of April 28, 1836: "Christianity has
always been the friend and prompter of learning.
Most of the schools we have were founded by tlie
churches as acts of Christian benevolence."3 Also
well known is the tendency, in the course of the
American experiment, to separate church-related
schools from their founding bodies. Although it is
not universally so, the separation of Athens from
Jerusalem in our culture is widespread enough that

one can speak of a pattern. The question that
pondering is, "Why?"

I am

Why the Separation?
Why the ever recurriirg drive to separate Athens
from Jerusalem? Help is at hand in the form of Paul
Tillich's three categories, employed by him in his
theology of culture, namely, autonomy, heteronomy,
and theont¡my.o Autonomy is a structure in which
human beings are the source and measure of culture
and religion. It is a structure in which human beings
are their own law. Autonomy stands for the rule of
the self bv the seld. Herteronomy is a structure in
which human beings are subjected to a law, strange
and superior to them. Heteronomy stands for the
rule of the self by an external and alien law. It usually
seeks to justify itself by claiming to speak for God.
Theonomy is a structure in which the superior law is,
at the sarne time, the innermost law of human beings
themselves. Theonomy stands for the rule of the self
by the law of God which is in harmony with a human
being's essential nature.

Using these categories Tillich says that

an

aulonomous culture represents the attempt to create

the forms of personal and social life without any
reference to sornething ultimate and unconditional,
following only the demands of unaided human
reason. A heÍeronomo¿lsculture subjects all thinking
and acting to authoritarian cril"eria of an ecclesiastical "- or political-religion, even at the price of
destroying human reason. A theonomoas culture
expresses in its creations an ultimate concern and a
transcending meaning not as something strange but
as its own spiritual ground.

From the vantage point ol' such distinctions,

'Ì-illich creates a theology of culture. Looking back
over western history, he finds that different historical
periods have been characterized by one or the other
of these structures ol'life. 'The early Middle Ages and

"Reãson and learning detached from theÌr
in tke soil o.l' vt¿lues ßye nût onlJ)
incomplete but clownright dangerous "'

r{}ûts

e

the early Iìeformafion period, he thinks,

wcre

periods of lheonomy when the ultimate depth of life,
God, shone through everything. in such a culture,
religion clid not stancl over against hulnan beings
giving fhem orders; raf her it was the presupposition
ol all thougìrt. Faith was prior to rcasou; rcason was
faith seeking unelerstancìing. When a theonomous

period loses its power, 'Iillich says

it norntally

sinks

it'tto heÍercsnomy. When religion no longer springs up
spontaneously from within, re ligious aul hority
attempts to force human lreings to be religious. 'I'he

S

Iate Middle Ages and later Protestant orthodoxy
both developecl into heteronomous structures. Belief
became a strict rule to be enforced; religious
persecution became the norm. The reaction to
heteronomous periods is often that of autonomy.
The Renaissance reacted autonomously to the later

Middle Ages; the Enlightenment to

the

heteronomous orthodoxy of later Protestantism.
Autonomous periods throw aside all external rule,
crystallizing their revolt in slogans like, "Art for art's
sake.

"

The difficulty with sutonomy, says Tillich, is that
it cannot satisfy the deeper needs of the human self.
It leaves us with life split into a series of unrelated
activities with no depth or rneaning. Autonomous

persons are ultimately directionless. The farther
autonomy moves from a period of theonomy, the
more empty it becomes so that its final outcome is
despair.

When an autonomous period breaks down, as has
been happening in the West, two reactions are
possible. On the one hand, there may be a return to
heteronomy, to an authoritative religion-whether
ecclesiastical or political-which promises security if
one will only surrender his freedom. On the other
hand, one may search for a new theonomy- for the
God who is not an outsider, an alien force, but the
depth behind what reason is and what reason has
discovered, the roots beneath the surface of the self.
Often, says Tillich, autonomous cultttre, though
anxious over its own futility, can find an interlude of
relief when, for brief periods, it can sublimate its
futility into fear of some specific threat to itself.
Then when confronted by an outside danger, it can
summon its courage and deal with the irnmediate
problem. This, however, is always a temporary
expedient. Sooner or later autonomous people must
face the boundaries of their existence and the futility
of an autonomous stânce.
As far as I am concerned, Tillich's categories
provide spectacles through which our own history
and present come into focus. It is tenablc, I think, to
assert that the soul of the university today is
autonofttous and the situation in the school
corresponds to that in the churches where theonomy
no longer exists either. The report ol'the Danforth
commission on Church-Sponsored Higher Education
in lhe UniÍed Slates a decade ago pointed out that
behind the spiritual dilliculties of the church-relatecl
colleges is the difficulty of the churches. The editors
conclucled:

The underlying cause ol the frustration and
is the
ineffectiveness of the clrurches

I:
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values of our secular culture.t

Given this fact,

it is no wonder that the church-

related schools have succumbed to autonomy as a life

style. The conclusions of the Danfortl-r report
certainly correspond with my experience in teaching
undergraduates for sixteen years. Young people
come to college as delightful pagans, not Christians,
even those who have grown up in churches. Their Iife
style is autonomous and the thin ecclesiastical veneer
of their existence is gladly laid aside at the first
opportunity. The conclusions derived from both the
Danforth report and my teaching experience, moreover, coincide with my experience in the life of a local

"Religious fervor in this country has been
associøted wíth the most reãctionary and
eccentric ìntellectual stance imaginable. At
present, the renewed emphûsis on v¡tsl

religíous

faith

wallows

in the mìre of
"

int ellec t uøl dis resp ectúb ilit y "
church. In general terms, in my congregation people
over a certain age-maybe 55-have had religious
experience; many of those under 30 are now having
it; but from 30 to 55 there is an entire generation that
not only has not had religious experience but is either
unaware of its existence or regards it as the antithesis
of truth and goodness. In my generation, even in the

church theonomy does not exist. University and
church together share the same malaise.
Viewed from Tillich's perspective the reactions are
predictable. On the one hand, faced with the breakdown of a theonomous culture and confronted with
the fact that the religious life is no longer that which
springs up naturally, ecclesiastical authorities try to
enforce piety. The rhetoric revolves around terms
like "infallibility/inerrancy" when talking theology

and "ownership and control" when dealing with
institutions. Alien authority, imposed from withoul",
is justified by claiming to speak f'or God or at least
for Gocl's people. If orthodoxy cannot be enforced,
then the offender must be excotnmunicated.

On the other hand, an

increasingly empty

autonomous culture grasps at a moment

integrating

of

relief,

all its lorces to face a threat ol

heteronomous authority which threatens to destroy

reason's integrity. Here at least is a ntourent ol'
meaning. Desiring to throw off all external rule, the
scholarly community crystallizes its autonomy in
slogans like, "Defend acaclemic freeclom."
We thus fincl the heÍerononty of the church

¡rolarized over against

the autonomy of

the

s 1o provide a

university, each feeling absolutely the t'ighteousness
of its cause, Why the cver reculring drive to separate

convincing f'ramework of belief other than the

Athens and Jerusalem'? It is because the church tends

inability of the

churche

14
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to fall inttt heleronorny whrch is always a confession
of its own spiritual bankruptcy, and the university
t.ends to aLrsolutize reason and slip into øutonomy
which is always a confession of its irrationality. From
'Iillich's perspective, when this happens neither
,Athens nor Jerusalem is true tû its deepest self. It is
only in a theonomo¡./.r posture that either church or
academy can be who it most truly is. It is only from a
theonomous posture, assumed by both church and
university, that the separation of faith and reason
can be prevented.

Shifting church funds from education, hospitals,
children's homes, and homes for the aged, etc. to
evangelism and missions f.ranslates into ,,the God of
redemption is concerned exclusively with your soul,
not your mind, body, children, or aged." Since the
New Testament period, this has been recognized as

å{a:ulniting,4the¡rs and,Terusalem

error. Before the recovery of a theonomous posture
for the church is possible, this reducfionism must be

What would be necessary for theonomy to

be

recovered in both church and university? Two things,

ì

(1) the renunciation of
reducfionism and (2) the recovery of religious
suggest, are essential;

experienee.

A renunciation of reductionism is in order for both
church and academy. The church's reductionism lies
in its rejection of reason and its unconcern for other
parts of the self, like tlie body. It is involved in
absolutizing a part of the truth at the expense of the
whole. Historically in the Christian traclition this has
been called heresy. Two cases in point may be noted.
trn the first place, the church's stance often implies
that redernption cancels out creation. Becoming a
Christian (redemption) dernands the repression of
one's reason (creation). Faith eliminates reason.
Our contemporary Christian anti-intellectualism

has a long American heritage. ln the Great
Awakening .lonathan Ë,dwards emboclied the
synthesis of learning and religious experience. With
Charles Finney in the early nineteenth century the
separation of piety and reason had already begun.
With Dwighr Moody ar the end of the century the
u'The church's stunce often
implies that
redemption is resî,ríated to the soul. The
hwnlßn rnind $rîd the humsn body ere
relegated tr¡ tke seculãr sÌ)kere. Íhut since the
lWer,+' Testsywen{ {}eriûd, thts positian hßs
fseem reeogilÈr,ed ñs

€rtûi'."

divorce ivars eomplete" Since that time, at least,
religious lervor in this country has been associate<J
with the most reactionary and eccentric intellectual
sf ¿ìnce imaginable . At presenl., the rencwecl emphasis
on vital religious faith wallows in the mire of
intellectual disrespectability. "Deny your mincl; f,aith
re¡rlaces it," translates into,',Ood the redeemer
c¿rncels out the r.vork of Cod t.he creator.', Since the
[inostie eontroversy in the seer:ncJ eentury this has
treen lecognizecì as error.

In the

6

implies that redemption is restricted to the soul. The
human mind and the human body are relegated to the
secular sphere. They are to be cared for by the state
alone. The church's resources are to be expended
almost exclusively on activities that convert the soul.

secorrel ¡:lilce,

the church's

st¿rnce often

rejected.

The university's reductionism consists in

its

absolutizing of reason. The academy gives a relative
good an absolute value it was never intended to have.
Historically in the Christian tradition this has been
know as idolatry. Reinhold Niebuhr has described
the situation like this: it is by virtue of the fact that

the scholar is a free spirit with the capacity for

transcendence that he has a concernfor the truth. yet
by virtue of the fact that he is a contingent being,

with limited intelligence, trapped in a particular era
and culture, restricted to a particular method of
inquiry, his results can never even approxjmate the
truth. The inevitable result is the scholar's attempt to
deny his contingency, to obscure the known
conditioned character of all human knowledge, to
absolutize his method and his method's results so
that his truth pretends to be more true than it is. Pride
begets pretension which then denies to other methods
and other minds the possibility of access to the truth.
Deception becomes involved in this self-glorification,
its primary purpose being to deceive not others, but
oneself.

n

No one of us would accept without argument
Niebuhr's judgment that the academy tends to
absolutize reason and the individual scholar his own
method and its results. Yet when we have to anslver
the quesÍions, "What can be know or what is worth
knowing?" and "Who can know it?,,Niebuhr's shoe
seems to fit our feet.
"What can be know and what is worth knowing?,'
When our children or our students ask us ultimate
questions, do we tend to answer in terms of our
method and its results? "Dr. T., is there a Cod?',
"Well, our research shows that some people believe
in Cloe'l ancl others do not." {)l "Belief in CocI is not
necessary for me to do my research. The question is
irrelevanl. " Such comnìents assume that all
questions are answered in ferms of our methodology
and its results. Those results gained by that method
constitì"lte the trLrth. We are thereby reducecl to our
roles, and the truth is reduccd to what we in our roles
can know.

:JEPT'EMBER, 198Ì

"Who can know the truth?" When a

the academy with its professionalism and

specialization can know by means of critical reason
preempts what a human being can know as a human
being. In so doing, we reduce ourselves in our
specialization and knowledge to that which
specialized reason can apprehend.
If ever a theonomoa,s posture is to be possible for

the university, the reduction of what can be known
and what is worth knowing to what my method can
uncover must be rejected, Also the reduction of who
can know to a guild of specialized minds must be
repudiated. Only by the recognition that reality is
greater than what reason can discern, and with the

"When a sìmple, unlettered Christiøn, with
joy and greøt feeling, says, 'Iesus loves
!ott,' do we refuse to tøke hím seríously
because he does not know as much as we

do?"
humility to face the fact that the non-specialist may
know more about ultimate reality than we, can our
idolatry be overcome.
Beyond the rejection of reductionism, both church
and university must be open to the recovery of
religious experience, that is, the experience of a
transcendent other. The absence of religious
experience is as glaring in Jerusalem as in Athens.
William Louis Poteat, president of Wake Forest
College from 1905-1927, stands as the embodiment
of what is needed in both. At the Baptist State
Convention that began on December 22, 1922 in
Winston-Salem, Poteat responded to attacks
originating out of state, to the west,7 by giving an
account of his experience, He began by recalling an
occasion

in Wake Forest College away back . . . in the
seventies . . . . I do not know what occurrecl in
the cleeps of my nature then. I have no
psychology of conversion. I do not have to
understand it in order to be assured of its reality
. . . . I only know that when I yielded my heart

to Him my surrender lvas my victory;

this

slavery of love these intervening years has been
my emancipation.s

Poteat's article in the Wake þ'c¡resl Student, XlX,
explains why as a scientist he could talk this

llf.,

way.

We have learned to distinguish f'aith

belief, and faith has come to be recognized as
an independent organ of spiritual knowledge,
as supreme and authoritative in its sphere as

simple,

unlettered Christian, with joy and great feeling, says,
"Jesus loves you," do we refuse to take hirn seriously
because he does not know as much as we do?
Corporately, I fear, we do tend to assume that what

sense and reason are in theirs.e

Listen to the first part of that again. Poteat had
"to distinguish faith from belief." Paschal
calls this Poteat's form of Christian mysticism.
"Faith" here translates out as "religious
experience"; "belief" translates out as doctrine.
What Poteat is saying is that religious experience is a
way of knowing and that in its sphere it is as
authoritative as sense experience and reason are in
theirs, Because Poteat had religious experience he
learned

could not absolutize reason. His religious experience,
however, did not cancel out his reason; it set it free, ln
his selfhood Athens and Jerusalem were incarnate. In
his life there was no reductionism, either in the form
of the heresy of denying one's mind or in the form of

the idolatry of absolutizing one's reason. William
Poteat represented in his life a lheonomo¿l.r posture
because his religious experience was the depth to all
his work. lt did not function as an external, alien law
but arose from the roots of his self and shone
through his scientific work, enhancing rather than
repressing it. The God of President Poteat was not
only both Creator and Redeemer but also a
Redeemer who cared for the whole person. What he
had, both university and church today need.

Conclusion

"What is there in common between Athens and
Jerusalem? What between the Academy and the
Church?" If we are talking about a church with a
heteronomous stance and a university with an
autonomous one, then there is very little left except
an adversary relationship. If, however, we are

speaking about

theonomous church and

a

truly are.
tOn the Prescriptton q/ l'lcretits,

l.
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a

theonomous school, then there is much i¡ldeed. 'T'he
classical Christian tradition calls us to a covenant
between a theonomous Athens and a theonomous
Jerusalem with only a hyphen between.
God help us, each and every one, to be who we

lll, 127.
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Religion and
Fublic Fducation

"It might be said that one's education is not complete without a study of
compurative religion or the history o.f religion and its relationship to the
advancement of civilization."
,Iustice Tom Ctark

-

By DONALD HEATH AND I,EO PERDUE

f,

in public schools is a
highly controversial topic about which most

eaching about religion

-U.

Americans are poorly informed. Critics usually focus
on the Supreme Court's 1962 and 1963 rulings on
prayer and Bible reading in public schools, but give
little notice to significant statements made by the
Court concerning the academic study about religion
in state supported schools. The fact is, there has been

a rapid expansion of religion study in public
lI with a corresponcling
rise of associations concernecl with rationale,
education since World War

objectives, methodology, and curriculum.' What

is

the story behind these developments?
Baekgrounds

Today's American publie education system has its
roots in an educational philosophy developed in the
colonial period. While supported by government

taxation, colonial schools operated under the
jurisdiction of the churches, with the result that
religion formed a central part of the curriculum. The
schools of the Massachusetts Bay Colony arose out

of a seventeenth century law, ,,ye Olde

Deluder
which stated that public schools should
be established for the purpose of teaching children
Satan

Act,"

lleath is Professor ol' Ileligion and Culture and Director of the
ol'Arts ¿rnd Iluuranilie s ât phillips Univcrsiry, Eni<I, Oklahoma. l_eo
Pcrduc is Assocjate Irrofessor of Old I'cstâmcnt and Ilistory of Rcli¡¡ions at
thc same iustitution.
DÒnald
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how to read the Bible so that they might escape the
deceptions of the Devil., No distinction was made
between the study of religion and its practice.
In the nineteenth century, public schools as we
know them today developed, Though tax supported
and operated by local and state officials, religion was

still taught and the Bible was read

because

Christianity was considered "parcel of the common
law" of the land. In fact, religion was thought to be
the foundation of moral education. Horace Mann,
often referred to as the father of public schools,
envisioned moral instruction as a vital aspect of
public education. Since religious instruction was
essential

to moral instruction, Mann affirmed that

Christian, more properly Protestant, values were to
be taught in the nation's classrooms. As Mann

conceived

it, religious instruction was to

nonsectarian. The Bible, therefore, was

be

to be read

without comment.3
During the seconti half of the nineteenth century,
Catholic ancl Jewish immigrants came to America in
large numbers. The Protestant nuance of public
education created problems for these newcomers. In
some instances bitter eonfliets ensueel anel in a few
extreme cases conflict erupted into violence. Street
fighting and even killings took place in philadelphia
and Cincinnati over religious issues. To escape the
Protestant bias of the nation's schools, Catholics

'Ihe two most discussecl
Supreme Court decisions in this area are Engel v
Vitale (1962), a case in which the High Court ruled

developed their own parochial schools.o

of numerous court

the public schools. ln their opinion, too little was
being done by the schools in the way of teaching
Christian doctrines. Some means of enabling public
schools and churches to work together was sought.
One proposed solution was "released time" for
religious instruction. While the public schools would
not engage in the teaching of Christian theology,
released time would allow students with parental
consent to be released from school for a specified
period in order to attend churches and synagogues
where instruction in the student's respective faith was
offered. Such a program was inaugurated in Gary,
Indiana in 1914. Similar programs developed across
the nation. ln 1940 the school district of Champaign,

that a prayer composed and sanctioned by the New
York State Board of Regents was in violation of the
Establishment Clawe, and Abington lhool Ðistrict

Some clergy in the first half of the twentieth
century grew concerned about the secular nature of

Illinois adopted such a prograln with the provision that
religious instruction was to occur in the public school
building. ln the McCollum case (1948), the Supreme

Court struck down the Champaign plan as
unconstitutional.s However, in the Zorach case
(1952), the Court supported as constitutional the
release of New York school children to attend classes
in religious instruction which were held off campus.
The Supreme Court and the Question of Legality

The question regarding the legality of religious
instruction in public schools \.vas not seriously
broached throughout most of the nineteenth century.

The First Amendment of the United

Stat.es

Constitution states: "Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof." The first
clause is known as the Establishment Clause while
the second is referred to as the Free Exercise Clause.
The two are not always complementary.

Though the First Amendment was adopted as a
lart_of the Bill of Rightsin 1791, it initially pertained

'nlustice Goldberg reasoned that to ignore
the study o.f religion results ín 'a pervasive
and brooding devotion to the secular,' "
only to the federal government. Since education was
the responsibility of individual states, the Supreme
Court did not concern itself with religious education

ancl Bible reading in public schools until the
twentieth century" With the adoption of the
Fourteenth Amenclment following the Civil War, the
civil liberties guaranteed in the Bill of Rights were
expanded to inclucle state government. In CanÍwell v
Connecticut (1940) the Supreme Court rulecl that the
religious elauses of the First Amendment were
applicable to the states. As a result, the question of
legatity of religious instruction has been the subject

cases,

"Quíte possibly with the pøssing of another
decade a criticãl and appreciative study oJ'
religion wìll become the norm Í'o,' the
Robert Healey
American publíc school."
v Schempp (1963), a case in which the Court rulecl
that devotional reading of the Bible and school
sponsored prayer (in this case the Lord's Prayer)
were in violation of the Establishment Clause also.

In

these two rulings the Court distinguished
of religion and the academic
study of religion. This distinction is important and
set a direction of governmental "neutrality"
between the practice

regarding religion and public education.

ln the

discussion which has followed these
of the various justices has
often been overlooked. In the Schempp decision
Justice Tom Clark, writing the majority opinion,
decisions, the opinions

stated:

In addition, it might well be said that one's
education is not complete without a study of
comparative religion or the history of religion
and its relationship to the advancement of

civilization. It certainly may be said that the
Bible is worthy of study for its literary and
historic qualities.

Nothing we have said here inclicates that such
study of the Bible or religion, when presented
objectively as part of the secular program of
education, may not be effected consistent with
the First Amendment.

In the same case, Justice Brennan wrote:
The holding of the Court today plainly cloes not
foreclose teaching about the differences
between religious sects in classes in literature or

history. Indeed, whether or not the Bible is
involved, it would be impossible to teach
meaningfully many subjects in the sociai
sciences or the humanities withottt some
mention of religion. To what extent, and at

what points in the curriculum

religious
which
the
are
matters
be
cited,
should
materials

courts ought to entrust very largely to the
experienced officials who superintend our
Nation's public schools.
Justice Goldberg, in the same ruling, cven went
beyonci the majority opiitiott by stating that the First
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Amendment may even "require that . . . Government
. . . takecognizance of the existence of religion . . . ."
Further, this Justice reasoned that to ignore the stucly
of religion results in "a pervasive and brooding

devotion to the sccular." He also wrote that the
schools may be involved in the "teaching about"
religion as contrasted with the "teaching of"
religion, i.e., acadernic study about religion is
legitimate, while indoctrination is not. In the late
sixties, these opinions were used in a state case
involving the teaching of the Bible as literature at
Washington State University. In this instance, the
Washington State Supreme Court ruled that such a
course was not unconstitutional.
In l97l the Supreme Court decided a case (Tilf on)
involving the public support of four Catholic colleges
in Connecticut which taught courses in religion. In

finding for these colleges, the court ruled that
academic standards were maintained in the religion

courses and that these universities upheld the
principle of academic freedom. Indeed, courses
dealing with a wide variety of religious expressions
were offered, and it was found that there was no
overt attempt to indoctrinate or proselytize. The
court concluded that these colleges did have
admittedly religious functions, but that their
predominant educative mission was to provide their
students with a secular education. I{owever, in a
lower court ruling(Roemer,l976) which involved the
granting of public aid for religious colleges in
Maryland, the District Court could not determine
clearly if these colleges truly taught religion as an
academic discipline and avoided an advocacy
position. This court ruling did disallow public aid for
specific courses in theology and religion. The

subject. At the same time, when it comes to the

study of religion, the courts have not looked
favorably on evidence of indoctrination, or on
an approach which is or may be "slanted" in a

particular religious direction or designed to
inculcate a particular religion or primarily to
induce or to deepen religious experience in a
particular religious tradition.
u

Hence, while the Supreme Court has prohibitecl the
practice of religion in the public schools, it has

legitimated the "study about" religion as an
academic discipline. The Court's decisions suggest
that Thomas Jefferson's "wall of separation"
between religion and the state is not a solid wall but a
"penetrable hedge."t Where rigid enf,orcement of
the Establishment Clause would seriously limit the
Free Exercise Clause, the Court has taken a
benevolent attitude foward religion.

The Current Status

of

Religion Study

in

Public

Schools

The V/elch report some ten years ago underlined
the rapid expansion of the study about religion in
undergraduate colleges and universities throughout
the country since World War Il.' This includes not
only private and/or church supported institutions,

but public ones as well. Welch noted

and universities have courses in religion.

In regard to secondary education, the movement
towards integrating units and courses on religion has

predictably been slower, and did not really pick up
major momentum until the Schempp decision.
However, since that time steady development of
religion studies in public schools has occurred. Two
states took the early lead. In Pennsylvania two
courses in comparative religion were developed, and
the curriculum materials written for these courses
were integrated into a textbook, Religious Literature

"In two rulings the Supreme Court
distinguished between the practice of
religion snd the acudemíc stucly of religìon.
T'his distinction ,.r important and set ü
the llest. In Florida, a similar program
direction oJ governmental 'neutralíty, of
established, primarily for the

regerding relígion and public education",'

Supreme Court did not deal with this question when
the appeal was made.
In summarizing the Supreme Court's doctrine on

the academic study about religion in the publie
schools, Robert Michaelsen has emphasized the
centrality of several principles, including

. academic freedom, an assumed
of teacher-seholars,

professional competence

an open, free, and critical inquiry into

the

subject being studied, and an approach which

utilizes tools and methods appropriate to
achieving the fullest understanding ol' the
l0

that

approximately 67Vo of the more than 1,300 colleges

was

study about religion in
social studies, Hence, trvo disciplines, literature (the
Bible and other religious literature) and social studies
(world religions) have been the typical curriculum

in which religion has been inserted as an
At present, four states have
teacher certification for religion as the teacher,s
areas

academic discipline.

specialty; California, Wisconsin, Vermont, ancl
Michigan, while similar efforts are being seriously
discussed in Iowa and Ohio.
In terms of aetual numbers of students stuclying
about religion in the public schools, it is difficult to
discover hard data. F{owever, Richard Dierenfield
conducted a nationwicle sì.lrvey of junior and senior
high schools in 19'78, with admittedly limited
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response. T'his survey did inciicatc that one school irr
six olfered regular classes about religion, that there

was a trend

in the nation's schools to adcl religion

classes to the curriculum! and that approximately
20t/o of the schools includcd units about religion in

regular course offerings.' In addition, perlraps in a
more optimistic vein, Robert Healey has recently
stated that "the increase in the number of students
studying religion in Pennsylvania public schools
f'rom seven hundred in 1961 to twelve thousand in
1974 probably typifies a national

trend."'o
Besides the stcady growth of the study about
religion in the public schools, it should be noted that
numerous organizations and associations have arisen

which are designed to promote and

provide

information on the study about religion in the public
schools. The two most important ones have been
NCRpE (the National Council on Religion and Public
pERSC (the Public E,ducation
Religious Studies Center). Both were established to
provide a forum for matters pertaining to such areas

Education) and

as the constitutional issues, curriculum, teachel'
education, and establishment of criteria, standards,
and guidelines for the study of religion in the public
schools. Other national organizations, including the

National Council for Social Studies and the
American Academy of Religion, have during the
recent past established groups to discuss, establish,
and organize guidelines, criteria, and objectives for
religion studies. These various groups are engaged in
major cooperation in their work in this sensilive
area.

'

I

From the above it is obvious that the study about
religion has had and continues to have a significant
place in our nation's public schools. While the
Supreme Court has prohibited the practice of religion
in the public schools, it has actually encouraged the
study about religion, as long as it is done objectively
and well, and not from an advocacy position. While
the meaning of such court terms as "objectively"

and "secular," and the differentiation between
"study about" and "study of" may be heatedly
debated, the place of religion study in the

universities, colleges, and public schools has been
well established. And it seems inevitable that the
teaching about religion will contine to expand in the
coming years. Robert Healey concludes his 1978
essay by stating: "Quite possibly with the passing of
another decade a critical and appreciative study of

religion will become the norm for the American
public school."'' Indeed, the major problem seems
to be the laek of trained teachers. In a reeent stuely,
Richard Dierenfield noted thât 63Vo cf teachers who
teaeh about religion in the publie sehools have had
"no formal education in religious stuclies."'t The
solution to this glaring prol:lem is the estatllishment

Ç,8

t

of

teacher training progranls in unive rsities ¿rncl
in the country which will meet this critical
need. Otherwise, religion will be ineptly taught by
well meaning teachers who lack the knowledge and
sensitivity to differentiate between the stuely about
colleges

leligion and commitment to their own
traditions.

re

ligioLrs

o

'

'lVlajor stuclies clcaling with \,¿rrious laccls t¡f tllis issrrr'inclu(lc:

llobcl l.

l"ìorvers, Toutlrl lJcn¿t'olcttt Ì¡jeutrulitt'. ('l¡ttrtlt,
Stãte, (ild thc Su¡trt'tttc (orrrt (Waco: \4arkhanl l)rcss Iiurrd, 197'l);
Niclrolas I)iccliscalzi and \\/iìlianr l:. Qrllic (ecls.), I cuclting altottt ll.cligìon irt
Publit' .School.ç (Niles, Illinois: Ar¡_rus (ìorrrnrrnications, 1977); l ltaycr S.
Warshztrv, ll.cligion l:iluttttion ond thc .\ttpretlt' (.Ìrrrrl (Nasltr illc:

Miller and Iìonalrl

l].

Abingdon, 1979); lì.ìchard l)ìcrcnlìckl, "llcligìon il rlic Àmerìcan
Sccondary School CurriculLrnr," llt/l¡rcr,s I:dttLtttion 74 (19i9) .113-80;
lìobert Ilealey, "An Intc'rinl Rcl)ort or thc Srucly ol'Iìi:ligion in I)r¡l¡lìc

Schools," ,lournrtl o.l Church tntl Stute 20 11918) 4(19-89; lhornas Ilunr,
"Public Scht¡ols and Moral [:-cìucalion: An A¡ncrican I)ilcnrnra," /lc/iglr.lr.r
I:duLvtion'74 (lr9'19), 350-72; Philip Cìlciìson, "lìlurring thc l.inc ol'
Scparalion: [:ciucalion, Civil Rcligion, ànd l-caching aborrt lìcligion,"
.lournul r¿l ()hutth and St(t? l9 (1911\.517-38; Robcrt S. N4ichaclscn,

"C0nstitutions, Courls and thc Study

Atnerirun /1Mdptn.y

ol lìcli¡riorr," .|ournal 0.l

the

lktli¡¡ion 45 (1971) 291-308; arcl Nicholas Picriiscalzi,
"Keynote Address: Public Education Rcligion Studies in l-he Unjtcd Srares,"
lleli¡gious l:dutttrion 73 (1918) 144-58.
'Picdiscalzi, "Public l::tluc¿ltion Iìcligion Strrdics," 144, lìur a clcr¡ilc'tl
study, scc Clark Cìl¡rin, "Colonjal flducariol ancl rhc lJible," (liorlrcss
o./

l)rcsszSellrrliu s Itrcss). lìrrtlrconrirrg.
'llìrnl, "l)utrlic Schools and Moral Llducatiolt," 353-55.

'The'fhird Plcnary Council of llaltintorc in 1884 all brrr ntadc ¡rarochial
school nandatory u¡ron Catholic pricsts and laity. 'l rvo Dlititì l¿ìclors accoun{
l'or lhe urgc lo cstâblisìr Catholic schools in rhis coiltìtry. Irirst, Câtholics
sclught t<l ¡rrolec{ lhcnrsclves agâinsl nativc i:ntagortìsnt torvarci Catllolicislì
aDd {hc Protcsl¿rrt bias ol public cclucalion, Second, Catholic lc¿ìdcrs rvcrc
grcâtly coDccrned I'Or thc rcligiorrs instn¡ctìr¡I ol tìtcir childrcn, Scc Jr¡llt
'l racy Iìllis, Átncriun Cetholicisnt (C-hìcago: l hc t..Jnive rsiry ol (.'hicagir
Prcss, 195(r),55, 106 ancl Warsharv, ìlcligion, I:.du<tttion ortl the,\u¡trt'tttt,
Court, l5.
'Significant lor our purposes, in addition, is thc staterìtent by .lustice
Jackson: "C-crtajlrly a coursc in Bnglish litcrâturc lhat onriucd thc llìblc rld
other ¡rowcrlìl uses of our rllollìcr folìgue Ior rcligious cnds woulci bc ¡rrcLtv
barrcn. Antl I shoulcl su¡r¡rclse it is a ¡rro¡rcr, il not inclis¡rcnsabìc, ¡rarr ttl'
prepar¿ìtion for a worldly lifc lo knorv thc rolcs thât rcljgioD atìd rcligiols
havc ¡rlayecì in thc lrag¡c slory of uìarìkitrd. l'hc l'âct is rha{, l'or good or lbr
ìll, ncarly cvcrylhing in our culture rvorth fransnritting, cverything rvhìch
gives ureaning to lifc, is saturated rvith relìgious illluences.
One i:an
hardly respect a system of education that woulcl leave the studenl wholly
ignorant of the currenls ol religious thought that m<lve the rvorld society fìlr

ir rvhich hc is being prepared."
oMichaclscn, "Constitutions, Clourls and rhc Stucly ol' lìeligion," 30l.
'Warshaw, lleligiott, ]:tlu<vtion attd thc,Su¡tn'rtrc C'ourÍ,6-1
¡C-latrde Welch, Ileligion in thc Undergraduate ('urri<'ulutn; ,'1n .'lnul.t'si:;
aild Inlcrltrel(liolr (Wâsììington, D.C,: AssociatiÒ[ oi'Arlcriç¿rr Collcl:,cs,
t912\,
'Dìcrcnl'ickl, " lìcligion in tllc,A.llcric¿ìtì Sccorrtìary Si:hool (lurricu lu m, "
374 18.
"'Hcalcy, "'I'hc Stucly ol'I{cligion in I,ublic Schools,",tr88.
a part

.

" tb¡d., 484,8'l

,

"rbid.,489.

''Dicrcnf iclcl, "Rcligicln in lhc A¡Ìerìcan Sccoldarv Sch(ìoì CìlrrculLrr),"
378.

''llesidcs thc rn¿rny courscs in rcligion oltìrecl by nrarry collegcs and
universitics, special altcntion shoulri be gìvcn to lhc nnsrr:r's ¡trt)griìnis
dcsigned spccil'ically to lrain lcachcrs to tcâch âbout rcligiOrr in rhc ¡tublic
schools. These progrâms operate at Harvard, Western Michigan lJniversity,
the I(ans¿ìs School ol lì.cligion, and Wright Slâte [.]liversit\,. Also. lnrlìlna
[Jnivcrsitv in thc scver]fics esl¿rblished atril opcratctl sunlltcr ilstirutrs Io
train lcachcrs in thc arcas oi'ì:ìiblc ¿s litcrntrrrc antl rclir¡ion in thc sot:i¡l
scicn ccs.
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From Colleges to
Preae her Se hools.
Education ln Our Movement
one-legged habbling been ntore appürent than in our
educational endeavors, .for it is there that we have been forced nlore thsn
elsewhere to reckon with the world."

"Ìtlo where has our

IIROM TT{E BDITOR
Editor's Nole: This qrlicle is an atnended J'orm oJ'an
uddress delivered to the Christian Educators'

Conference

al f he North American Christian

Convenlion held in Seallle in lhe sutnmer

of

1980.

cosmopolitanism on the other. It is not unusual,
then, to find us hobbling first on one leg and then on
the other', unable to decide whether we want [o be
radical separatists or cosmopolitan people of the
world.

he Restoration Movement has spawned a vast
"1.
I and confusing array of educational endeavors,
ranging from solidly liberal arts institutions to
preacher schools and Bible colleges. At first glance, it
is difficult to find a connecting thread that runs
through these extremely diverse efforts. Yet, on
closer inspection, it is clear that all of these efforts
are related in one way or another to lhe early
theology of Alexander Campbell.

The clue to the educational diversity in our

movement is the element of irony in Campbell's
thought. On the one hand, Campbell was the most
cosmopolitan of men, striving ultimately for the
unity of humankind. After all, he did not seek to
unite Christendom apart from society, as though a
united Christenclom would somehow exist separate
and apart from the rest of the world. Far from it.
Instead, he viewed the unity of Christendorl as a
means of uniting the entire family of mankind. The
ancient gospel, Campbell proclaimed in 1830, would
be "the instrument of converting the whole human

race, and [then

ofl uniling all

and the same foundation.

"

elsewhere to reckon with the world. Thus, three
distinct types of educational endeavors have evolved
out of Campbell's thought. Disciples colleges, like
the later Campbell, have moved in the direction of a
Iiberal arts cosmopolitanism, with no hint any longer
of separatism. Church of Christ colleges, by and
large, attempl tÒ maintain a cosmopolitanism ancl a
separatism at one and the same time, even at the lisk
of institutional schizophrenia. 'Ihis was particularly

evident in the evolution of Nashville Bible School
into David Lipscomb College in the early twentieth
century, and continues to be evident in various ways
among Church of Christ-related colleges today. The

Bible colleges of the "independent" Christian
Churches and the preacher schools of the Churches
of Christ are alone in the Restoration Movement in
attempting

to maintain a

consistently separatist

posture.

christians upon one

But on the other hand, there was a profound note
of separatism in Campbell's thought, signalled by his
emphasis or the restoration ol the ancienl order. Iìor
restorafionism, after all, is an intrinsically separatist
posture since it judges the present world as fallen and
corrupt and harks back to a time of pure beginnings,
before the lall and corruption set in.
The irony in Campbell's thought was that he
ernployed the separatist therne of restoration to
achieve the cosmopolitan ideal of unity.r 'Ihus, the
Restoration Movement of today has been left witìl a
clouble legacy
separatism, on the one hand, anel

-

And no where has our one-legged hobbling been
more apparent than in our educational endeavols,
for it is there that we have been forced more than

Bethany: A College for the hlation

The standard for educational endeavors among
Disciples of Christ was Campbell's own tsethany
College, established in 1840. But by 1840, Campbell
already was moving far rnore in the direction of a
liberal cosmopolitanism than of rigid separatism,
and this perspective was clearly ref'lecteel in early
Bethany College.

Campbell conceived

of

Bethany principally as

contribution I.o sclciety, not ås

a

a

school whose
principal object would be the promotion ol a sect. In
fact, he regarded with some scorn colleges whose
prineipal objeclive was f o serve a ¡:artie ular
r3
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denomination. lnstead, Ilethany woulcl serve what he
called America's great "common Christianity." As
Perry Gresham put it,

His argument for the founding of Bethany
College was that the country needed good
institutions of higher learning and that it was
the responsibility of this nascent religious body
to do its share in providing them. That college

training would redound to the benefit of his
movement he did not doubt. He believed,
however, that a college should exist for the
enrichment of the lives of the students and the
improvement of society and should not be
prostituted to the advancement of any particular
sect.

2

While

ll8

preachers had been trained at Bethany

by 1866, it is nonetheless true that these ministers
were trained in the same liberal arts mode as the
other students who became doctors, teachers,
professors, principals of seminaries, lawyers,
planters, and college presidents. And while it is true
that Campbell intended Bethany to serve the
Restoration Movement, it is also true that Campbell
viewed his movement as contributing to the welfare
"The approøch to the Bible that prevailed øt
Bethany wss remarkably similør to the
approach ødopted in biblical studies courses
ín today's state supported public institutions, and remarkøbly dissimilar to the
approach which prevsils in Bible courses in
many Christian colleges. "

of both the nation and the world. Thus, in
Campbell's mind, his movement was not a sect, and
Campbell was by no means a sectarian.
The cosmopolitanism at Bethany also can be seen
in the relationship that prevailed between the liberal

arts and the Bible in the curriculum

of the college.

Put succinctly, that relationship was

weighted
mightily in the direction of liberal arts, and study of

the Bible fit into the liberal arts perspective. It
certainly was not a question of the Bible or liberal
arts. Rather, the Bible was studied for its literary,
historic, and ethical qualities. In fact, the Bible,
taught in this way, constituted the very heart of the

Bethany curriculum, and Campbell could therefore
rightly claim that Bethany was the first institution of
higher learning in America that was founded upon
the Bible.
The other side of the coin was what was not taught
namely, theology
at Bethany to general stucients

or doctrinal interpretation. -In fact, Campbell
stipulated in the Bethany charter that particularistic
theologies of any kind would never be taught in the
T4
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Bethany general curriculum.

Actually, the sort of approach to the Bible that
prevailed at Bethany was remarkably similar to the
approach adopted in biblical studies courses in

today's state supported public institutions, and

remarkably dissimilar to the approach which prevails
courses in many Christian colleges. But,
then, Campbell's interest was in contributing to the
public welfare rather than to the privatized realm of
particularistic religion.

in Bible

While Campbell had no interest in

teaching

particularistic theologies or cloctrinal interpretations,
he had great interest in teaching ethical virtue and
moral living. Indeed, as Perry Gresham notes, "ln
his scheme of education, Biblical instruction was to
safeguard ethics, both individual and social." In
doing this, Campbell stood squarely in the cosmopolitan mainstream of nineteenth century American
Protestantism.
Bethany's cosmopolitanism may also be seen in the
fact that there were no requirements that trustees of

the college be aligned with the Restoration

Movement. This was in sharp contrast to the practice
of most denominational colleges both then and now.
In this context, it is worth noting that College Hall

for religious worship and
instruction "performed by respectable ministets of
was used each Sunday

various denominations. "'
Now, having said all this, it remains to be said of
Disciples colleges that they have continued in the
tradition of the cosmopolitan side of Carnpbell, wiÍh
an emphasis upon service to the public order, This is

implicit in V/.8. Garrison's statement that "a
Christian college is first a college." Because of this
philosophy, Perry Gresham can argue that the
contemporary turning

of

many Disciples colleges

toward a more secular calling "is not in contradiction
to the Campbell influence, for, you will remernber,
he argued that the churches should do their part in

the education of American youth without demand
for denominational advantage. "
Nashvilte tsible School:
A College for the Churctr
When I argue that educational institutions among

Churches

of Christ often

attempt

to maintain

a

cosmopolitan and a separatist posture at one and the
same time, something must be said both about the
nafure of separatism and about the early years of the
Churches of Christ.
A thorough-going separatism suggests a consistent
rejection of the society in which one lives. There is no
better illustration of this lifestyie in America than the
Amish who refuse to participate in the culture

around them at every significant level, Churches,
sehools, communities, social oceasions, even

.t I:.

language

all are separate from main stream

American life.
Now
one reads of the Churches of Christ
- when
in the years
imrnediately lollowing the Civil War, one

detects right away a very powerful strain of'
separatism. This is no illusion, for the Churches of
Christ in the American South following the War fully

"No wonder thüt m)t mother, rüised in the
Churches of Christ in I'exas ín the early
twentieth century, was both bewildered and
perplexed when told as a young girl that
'Christians are s peculíar people' and thøt
she must therefore be peculiar. She tried
hard, but she really dídn't J'eel peculiar at

all."

intended to separate from everything northern,
including their northern brethren at whose hands
they felt betrayed and abused. Thus it was that after
tlre War, Tolbert Fanning called for a meeting of
southern Christians only. Old Benjamin Franklin
objected that such a meeting would be unnecessarily
sectional and divisive. "Why keep up these state lines?"
Franklin asked Fanning. But Fanning defended the
sectional call he had sent out, and made it clear that,
to his mind, it was sometimes necessary for brethren
to separal.e for a season.
This sectional consultation was indicative of
profound and substantive changes within the
Restoration Movement in the South. Indeed, when
one moves from Alexander Campbell to David
Lipscomb
the
- one of the principal leaders of one
southern church in the post-Civil War years
- in
has come a long way. And the sense of separatism
the southern church was the difference that made all
the difference.

Lipscomb's separatism can be seen principally in

his attitudes toward both civil government and
society around him. Civil government, Lipscornb
taught following the War, was of the evil one, and
the true Christian would hold himself aloof from all
of its functions, even including voting. This is not
surprising, since the southern Christians had suffered
so profoundly at the hands of a government they had
once trusted and admired.
But the ordeal of the War moved these southern

Christians far beyond a simple opposition to
participation in civil government and toward an
increasing sense of alienation from the world. While
the restorationist seeds of separatism were present
among the southern churches long before the War,
the devastation wrought by the War caused those
seeds tcl grow and flower as never before. Thus, while
the instrurnental music and missionary s<lciety

P
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questions had profound theological significance l'or

southern disciples, they also possessed a cultural
significance that transcended theological debate.
lndeed, these were issues that made sense to insiders,
not to oulsiders, and effectively separated sout"hern
disciples frorn their religious neighbors.

tsut just as one comes

a long distance

lrom

Campbell to David Lipscomb, so one travels a very

long way ideologically and spiritually when

one

moves flom Bethany College in West Virginia to
Nashville Bible School in Tennessee, the filst postCivil War educational institution of Churches of

Christ. The changes are subl"le, to be sure, but
perhaps for that very reason they are all the more
profound, and we should take great care in

understanding them.
The differences can be seen when one compares
what already has been said about Bethany with the

original purposes of the Nashville Bible School,
spelled out by David Lipscomb in 1891. We shall
consider the statement of purpose point by point as
Lipscomb articulated il.

(l) "It is proposed to open a school in Nashville
in September next, under safe and competenl-

teachers ."

When one is accustomed to the Bethany milieu, the

sudden concern for "safe teachers" is startling.
While the Bethany charter permitted persons of
various denominations to serve both as trustees and
on the faculty, and while Bethany appealecl to a
broad cross section of students regardless of
denominational affiliation, the original deed of the
Nashville Bible School stipulated that every trustee
must be a member of the Church of Christ in good
standing with his local congregation. 'Ihe deecl
further stated that "anyone failing to have this
qualification shall resign or be removed.,'The
justification given for this requirement was the
scripture, "Be not unequally yoked together with unbelievers." That the school would appeal to this
particular verse in this context speaks volumes about
the separatist nature of its leaders during those years,
The faculty that first year included three faithtul
leaders of the southern wing of the Restoration
Movement
- James A. Harding, David Lipscomb,
and William Lipscomb. It also should be noted that
51 of a total of 53 students enrolled that first vear
were members of the Churches of Christ.

(2) " .
in which the Bible, excluding all
human opinions and philosophy, as the only
rule of faith and practice; and the appointrnents
of God, as ordaine<i in the scriptures, excluding
all innovations and organizations of men . . . "
At first glance, this phraseology sounels a great

deal like Campbell's stipulation that

no
t5
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particularistic or sectarian theologies would ever be
taught at Bethany. But there is a fundamental
difference between the two prescriptions. For
Campbell's stricture precluded a// theology of any
sort, stipulating instead that the Bible would be
taught for its literary, historic, and moral qualities.
Indeed, the by-laws at Bethany specifically required
that no chair of theology would ever be established.
The purposes of the Nashville Bible School, on the
other hand, fully anticipated that theology would be
taught, but it would be a biblical theology,
"excluding all human lital. mine] opinions and
philosophy
[and] all innovations and
organizations of men. ." Of course, the problem
implicitly was raised, but it went unrecognized, of
who determines what biblical theology is. It went
unrecognized because it all seemed self-evident. But
in the process, particularistic theologies were
introduced into the curriculum of the Nashville Bible
School theologies constructed around issues
peculiar to the separatist Churches of Christ.

(3)

".

. [the Bible] as the fulness of divine

wisdom, for converting sinners and perfecting
saints, will be earnestly taught. The aim is to
teach the Christian religion as represented in

the Bible in its purity and fullness; and in
teaching this to prepare Christians for
usefulness, in whatever sphere they are called
upon to labor. Such additional branches of
learning will be taught as are needful and
helpful in understanding and obeying the Bible
and in teaching it to others."

If Bethany, under Campbell's leadership, was
principally a liberal arts institution, with the Bible at
the core of a liberal arts curriculurn which aimed
toward the enrichment of its students, the Nashville
Bible School was essentially a Bible college, gearecl
toward "converting sinners atrd perl'ecting saints."
All othel branches of leatning would be subservient
to the task of "understanding and obeying the Bible
and . . . teaching ii to others."
This has been a profile oi'a separatisl institution in
a separatist movement.

separatism, and the rhetoric,
cosmopolitan vision alive.

if nothing

else, kept the

Partly for this reason, there have been periodic
of cosmopolitanism throughout the twentieth
century history of Churches of Christ. But these
surges

surges have been due to other elements as well.

One element was the fact that Church

of

Christ

separatism was not predicated entirely on theological
principles, but al least partly
and perhaps in large

part
years
- on social expediency. Thus, as the
o'Many congregations, even ín urhan and
suburbün ørees, are turning to preacher
school gruduøtes rather than to Christian
college grsduetes to fill their pulpits. "
between the church and the Civil War widened, and
as the social situation changed, the reasons for

maintaining the radically separatist posture gradually
disappeared.

Further, when the foundation for separatism was
built in the years following the Civil War, it was not
generally built of issues that reached deeply into the
whole question of the Christian's relationship with
the world. While these issues were discussed at length
by David Lipscomb and others associated with the

Gospel Advocate, the issues that

became

fundamental brotherhood-wide were rather such
issues as instrumental music, missionary societies,
and Sunday schools. It would be extraordinarily
difficult, if not impossible, to maintain a meaningful
posture of separatism from the larger culture by
invoking these themes. No wonder that my mother,
raised in the Churches of Christ in Texas in the early
twentieth century, was both bewildered and
perplexed when lold as a young girl that "Christians
are a peculiar people" and that she must therefore be
peculiar. She tried hard, but she really didn't feel
peculiar at all.

The spirit of cosmopolitanism that increasingly
punctuated the history of Churches of Christ during

the twentieth century appeared early on at the
Nashville Bible School. By 1902, eleven years after
David Lipscomb had articulated the original
purposes of the school in terms of aiding students in

"undersf.anding and obeying the Bible and

Ilavid [,ipscomb College:
For the Church and the Nation

And yet, the Churches of Christ, for all their
separatism, have not completely lost the seeds of

cosmopolitanisrrr bequeathed to them by the
patrialcÌi ol the movement, Alexander Campbell.
Those seeds were implicitly present in the
rlovement's goal ol' "unit¡t through restoration. "
The rhetoric of unity was verbaiizecl by thesc
soul heln separatists, even in the midst ol' their
t6

teaehing it to others," J.S. Ward, publicity clirecf or
for the sclrool, subtly but significantly redefined that
purpose as furthering "the understanding and

. . . promot[ing] usefulness and good citizenship among men." The

teaching of the Scriptures and

phrase, "promoting good citizenship,"

was

something new.
It is not surprising that when the chief concerns of
the school shifted from enhancing the church alone

to enhancing the chulch and the nation, efforts to
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bring the college into conformity with secular
academic standards would not be long in coming.
Duling the presidency of H. Leo tsoles (1914-1920),
serious efforts were made to gain recognition for
academic work at Nashville llible School. The school
year, l9l7-1918, saw requirements for graduation
stiffened and intensified in an effort to conform the
school's academic standards to those of other
institutions of higher learning. And in 1917, the
faculty voted to change the name ol Nashville Bible
School to David Lipscomb College.
Yet, even in the midst of increasingly accepting the
demands and standards of the outside world, David
Lipscomb College has never relinquished a profound
sense of its separatism. Indeed, this has been the case
with the Churches of Christ generally.
This may explain why Professor Samuel S. Hill, a
leading sociologist of American religion, argued in a

recent issue

of Mission Journql that the

chief

of Christ in the South is
their double identity. Hill argued that Church of
characteristic of Churches

as people are very much at home in
southern culture. They are community leaders,
school teachers, doctors, farmers, politicians, and
whatever else people in the South may be. ln short,
they blend beautifully into the southern landscape.
But Churches of Christ as churches, Hill went on, are
strange on the southern scene
- out of step, bumpy,
in a word, misfits.
It strikes me that this double identity of Churches
of Christ stems from their historic inclination to be

Christ members

"The Bible colleges of the 'independent'
Christían Churches end the preacher schools
of the Churches of Chríst are alone in the
Restoration Movement ín øttempting to
maintain s consistently separøtist posture""
both separatist and cosmopolitan at one and the
same time. This bifurcation can be seen

in

many

facets of contemporary Church of Christ life.
Perhaps it is most obvious in those many
congregations which assemble in wealthy surburban
areas, displaying all the trappings of upward social
and economic mobility and all the earmarks of
accomodation to the surrounding culture, but which
sit Sunday after Sunday to hear sermons which make
no reference to the moral, social, or economic issues
of today's world but which, instead, repeat endlessly
the theological symbols that defined and marked out
the separatism of the Churches of Christ in the late
nineteenth century American South.

Further, the ideological bifurcation of

contemporary Churches

of Christ

seen in the church's colleges.

institutions

eontinues

to

be

In particular, the major

of higher learning

have consistently

upgraded academic work in the sciçnces, arts, and
hurnanities, thus l'ostering an increasing
cosmopolitanism. But they lrave bcen extraordi-

narily reluctant to employ contemporary scholarship
in the areas of Bible and theology at the undergraduate level. This is not univelsaily the case, but it
continues to be true more often than not. In this way,
the colleges often move the church toward an
increasing cosmopolitanism in the affairs of the
world, but foster a posture of separatism in the realm
of religion.
Finally, the most recent manifestation of Church
of Christ separatism has been the flowering of the
schools of preaching. These schools arose ostensibly
to provide training for those who wished to preach

but who were unable, for various reasons, to attend a
liberal arts Christian college. Thus, at the time of
their inception, there was apparently no effort to
compete directly with the Bible departments of
Christian colleges. Nevertheless, the conclusion is
inescapable that those who fostered the schools of
preaching judged that a person could be made an
effective preacher in today's world without a broad,
liberal arts background clearly a separatist
assumption, Many observers judged that the
relatively narrow curriculum available at these
schools would create tension within the church by
training a separatist ministry for an increasingly
cosmopolitan brotherhood. But these observers have
been proven at least partially wrong, for the separatist
dimension of Churches of Christ has reasserted itself
in recent years, and many congregations, even in
urban and suburban areas, are turning to preacher
school graduates rather than to Christian college
graduates to fill their pulpits.
What all of this will mean over the long haul is
anyone's guess, but one cannot help but wonder how
long the principles of separatism and cosmopolitanism can continue to co-exist in the same household.
One suspects that one theme or the other eventually
will become dominant, or else that the two themes
will finally come to a parting of the ways. But
whatever the case, it is almost certain that
educational institutions among Churches of Christ
will
both preacher schools and Christian colleges
play a major role in bringing Churches of Christ
either to a more strident separatism or to a greater
sense of peace and comfort with the worid around us.
'Cf. Richard T. Hughes, "The lrony in Alexander Campbell," Misrlnrt

Journal,

13

(May, 1980), l9-23.

'Pelly Epler Gresham, Can¡:bell and the Colleges (Nashvillc: Disciples of

Clìrisr Hisrorical Socicty, l9T3), p. 5 1 . 'fhe " Be tharìy" portion o [ (his årticle
is large ly dcpende r1f on Grcsham's irìsigllts.
'M. Norvel Young, ,4 History o.Í Colleges Established ond ConÎolled b.t'
Mentbers o./ Churches of Christ (Kansas City: Old I'jaths llook Clutt, 1949),
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"The Golden Chariot bounces along roads whop-jawed ut an angle and listing
to the ríght. The hood doesn't fasten and steam comes out of the
rsdiator while oil flows out the back. But it goes! Our Angels use it to go to
town in; we can stufJ'Jive nurses, four evangelists, and one dag in the front
one J'oot

seat.

By ROBERT T. CLARK, M.D.

fI t was one of those hot still lazy afternoons invented
for siestas, Heat waves were oscilating off the tin

roof of Rosita's cantina and the folks inside were
about as busy as a sloth on his day off. Dogs were
scattered under the tables lying on old greasy dirt
which covered the rough concrete floor. Their heavy
panting was the only noise around. Even the flies
were overcome by the heavy tranquil lazy atmosphere
and preferred to just light and rest on tortillas and
beans. A few potbellied kids were running around
stepping on hookworms and putting dirty ascaris
flavored hands in their mouths. Three men were at
the end of one table sitting on three legged stools with
their faces smashed on the cracked pink linoleum
tabletop. Their heads were surrounded by Callo
bottles and their veiny arms were hanging limp at
their sides. Nothing short of a freight train driving
lhrough would disturb their drunken stupor. Four or
five other folk, finishing up their tortillas, beans, and
flies were seated around a purple cracked linoleum
table with their backs to the 1958 Ford tractor that
Rosey likes to keep in the cantina. A rusty colored
mother hen came in through the doorless door

followed by seyen multicolored chicks who
immediately began to climb over a sleeping sow's
back who was underneath the cracked purple

linoleum table.
It was about 2;30 on this lazy tranquil afternoon
with the drunks sleeping, dogs panting, flies truzzing,
chicks chirping, sow snoring, customers masticating,
naked kids playing and Rosey patting out tortillas
I8

that Ellie and Diane finally finished sewing up (I
mean on) a foot that was mistaken by a machete for a
tree stump. While putting all those tendons, arteries,
and nerves back together they had worked up quite
an appetite. With their backbones half eaten l.hrough

with hunger and achy from bending over that foot,
they could hardly wait to get to their usual eating
spot and dig into Rosey's tortillas, beans, and flies.
On top of that they were dying of thirst and Rosey
has the best hot cokes in town.

They tied the last knot on the foot, left the
dressings to Donna who had the watch, and dashed

out to their brand spanking new blue Honda

xlRloos Scrambler. They climbed on and fired her
up, Ellie opened the throttle and roared the bike into
a wheelee and with a rebel war cry blasted into the
tranquil atmosphere of Rosita's Cantina. Back deep
in Ellie's mind was the knowledge of how to stop the
Honda, but due to a lack of food energy, the nerves
bringing this knowledge from the deep recesses of
her mind failed to synapse and in fact synapsed
backward forcing her to put more gas to the roaring
engine, After wheeleeing through Rosey's hedge she
shoopteedooed through the doorless door scattering
the chicks and the dogs. Her rebel war cry turned into
the scream of a hundred banchees; only the sow's
squeal was louder.
Meanwhile the town folks were gathering outside
for the show. Jorge, the owner of Ellie and Diane's

to sell tickets. Not since the
revolution had there been more excitemenf. Ellie

house, was starting
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finally managed to find the doorless door and came
crashing out with the rusty colored hen on her head,
and Diane on the bike along with the dog. Finally a
single nerve synapsed correctly and Ellie brought her
Honda to a crashing halt in the hedge. But having
been through all she had, her nerve to remember that

bikes fall when not in motion failed to synapse so
Ellie and Diane still in riding position silently fell
over. Without saying a word, they picked themselves

up, brushed off their dignity, left the bike on the
ground, and marched back into Rosey's and ordered
beans.

It's not that we actually like motorbikes down here
tlìat much, but with gas $2.l0 a gallon they seern like
the best option. Our healthcare delivery system
(fancy words for seeing patients) and our evangelism
strategy call for teams of nurses and evangelists to do
home visits in the afternoons. After the first couple
of weeks of hoofing it around town wearing out
boots, we marched down to the Honda dealer in the
mattress store and bought seven motos (on time).
The only odd ball in the group is Jon Jernigan who
rolls with the good times in his Kawasaki. At 3:30 in
the afternoon all the Angels start their engines, grab
an evangelist and roar to their assigned huts. They all
sport little backpacks stuffed with everything from
bandaids to baby delivery packs. These visits get us
into the homes and allow us to see and deal with the
family as a unit. As much as we talk about the clinic,

home visits (the follow-up on clinic contacts) are
really the heart of our program down here.
Vy'e also have some pickups down here, each with

its own personality like the Blue Goose, Green
Weeney, etc., but the grandfather

of them all is the
Golden Chariot. The Golden Chariot is a 1965 Ford

"Now being baptized down here is a little
more serious business than one would
expect. Another group that ímmerses saved
o couple o.f souls only to lose them clown
ríver" "
pickup that f'ound its way down here to J.C. thirteen
years ago and has over 150,000 rural miles on it and

still runs. lt has been various colors through the
it lost a battle with a
brrllclozer and ended up whop-jawed and needing
another paint job. J.C. not having any paint around
years, but aboul five years ago

and not having anything else to do one day, got a can
of gold spray paint and had at it. The spray
rnechanism dicln't work right and (J.C. wasn't that

particular anyway) tlre paint job e nded up all
splotchy with whirls of golden polkadots. J.C. had
another gas tark put on thc truck but as he couldn't
find

a gas cap the Golclen

Chariot runs around with

a

dirty rag stuffed in the gas tank. The Colden Chariot
bounces along these roads whop-jawed at an angle
and listing one foot to the right. The hood doesn't
fasten and steam comes out of the radiator while oil
flows out the back. But it goes! Our Angels use it to
go to town in; we can stuff five nurses, four
evangelists, and one dog in the front seat. The
Beverly Hillbillies have nothing over us when we
come riding into town. Over the years J.C. has taken
countless people to the hospital in it and has
delivered several babies in the back. We will have to
keep it in service with baling wire as it is the only
vehicle we have that can be used as an ambulance.
Hint.
The evangelism goes slower than the medical
aspects, but we have made progress. Magda Luna,
our administrative assistant, was baptized in the river
by Steve Sherman a few weeks back. Now being
baptized down here is a little more serious business
than one would expect, Back home in the States we
have air conditioned churches and heated baptistries
with steps going down. I even saw one that had a
glass front once. Well, down here you get what you
get, and all we got is the river, and there is no telling
what else is being baptized with you. Another group
that immerses saved a couple of souls only to lose
them down river. This happened last fall and the
newspaper reported that their bodies were finally
found two miles down stream.
Billy Copeland is getting a pretty good start in his
evangelism. The other day this extended family of
about 23 came into his yard and asked Billy to pray
for one of their sons who was in jail, Billy, of course,
was glad to, so the family gathered around in the
front yard in front of Billy and he began to pray,
Fortunately Billy snuck a little peek while he was just
getting started. The l'amily had all dropped to their
knees facing Billy and to any casual passerby, like
me, it looked as if they were all bowing down before
the white reverend Billy. We Americans aren't used
to being humble and using our knees, but these folks
do. Fortunately Billy caught it and kneeled too.
Another thing these folks do while praying is to pray
aloud while you are trying to pray aloud also. Like in
church you might be called on to pray and when you
start everyone else does, too. You kincl ol' wonder
sometimes if' they really called on you. Out

oi

this

Billy now has a little hut church started which we
hope will be the beginning of greater things.
Thus with our angel-evangelist teams scrambling
after emergencies and home visits on their Honda
Scramblers, the rnission hillt¡illies heading to town in

the whopped-jawed Colden Chariot, Iìilly holding
prayer sessions in his front yard, and our conducting
baptisms in tl.rc river, we continue to hold our beaq:l.l
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Six-flags
Over [Js
An

By DALBBROWN

You'll have to understand, I only just got home
^ fro,r, Six-Flags - that great Amèricañ orgy of
self-indulgence. Now I realize I'm probably overwrought for no reason; afterall, il that's what we
want, it's what we get. But it is beyond my
comprehension to believe that Six-Flags is leally what
we want. I watched people throw money away today;

I mean literally throw it away - quarters aimed at
plates for prizes, ring tosses, baseball-throwing
with
guesses at miles-per-hour. Junk prizes in return for
enonnous investments. The casual wasting ol'money.
But wasting money has never really been a theme
of mine, so I'm forced to look deeper lor the soulce of
rny disjunction. Perhaps it was the eyes. Eyes in the
crowd. A feverish searching fol a thrill, a gamble, an
experience. The crowds move hurriedly from ride to
ride and game to garne, wait in huge lines and overbearing, cement-reflected heat, and uniformly

endure over-pricing and tinsel with a good-natured,
"this is what it's all about" joviality. But the waiting
(up to two l-rours wait for ninety seconds of "thrill")
and the food (plastic tasting and expensive) cannot
alone explain my reaction.
I thought, lor a while, that it was the dress and
general interaction in the crowds. The T-shirt

nrentality where one etnbarrassing contment

is

outdone by another and worn emblazoned on the
shirts as a kind of general nose-thumbing to the

world at large. The constant "elbow rubbing"
without real touching. Maybe we all went there to

watch one another hoping, against all hope, to find a
face like our own in this Disneyland world that
celebrates American cleverness and wealth.
Most of all, however, I'm sure that I'm objecting
to the extravagant expression of locusless lives in
evidence in such a parade. The desperate attempt to
fincl some moment of escape and pleasure was made
more obvious by its distillation. We were a lonely
crowd trying frantically to forget our boredorn. And,
too, I saw the beginning suspicion in many young
faces that if this is all we have to olfer, it isn't
enough.

Against all oi' this, of course, stands

kept thinking ol' Christ's call to passionate
engagelnent in the real things of lile and wondering
rvhere was the statement ol the Christian alternative
to ali I was seeing. I wondered about it all the rvay
out t.o the parking lot to thc e normous scction
reserved for church buscs.

Dale lìrorvn tcachcs Linglish ìn Rcpublic High School, Rc¡rrrblic, Missouri
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Christian's contention that true "abundan[ lile" is
available through adherence to the spiritual call ol
the Gospel. lt wasn't the attempt a[ "ltaving fun"
that intrigued me; it was the implicit emptirìess. i
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"The Fox and the Hourìd"
and "The Great Muppet CaPer"
By WAYNEWIESE

f n my corner of the world, Central Texas, we've
I U..n inundated by -ouies for children and
of all ages. So perhaps I can be

excused
for reviewing a pair of such films. While not classics,
they at least have redeeming social values for adults,

adolescents

The Fox and the Hound: It's a major tactical
mistake to precede this, the first fully-animated
feature by the new team of Disney illustrators, with a
montage of moments from previous Disney animated
triumphs. The pure joy of reliving all those warm
and/or scary moments with Mickey, Cinderella,
Captain Hook, el. al., absolutely has to make "F & H"
seem colorless by comparison. And that's a real
shame, because on its own this is quite a first-rate
Iittle film. The pastoral backgrounds are gorgeous
and the animation is so good that one is all too likely
to be oblivious of the effort involved.
But what makes The Fox qnd Íhe Hound stand
squarely on its own eight legs is the intended moral.
A fox and a hunting dog form a close friendship as
pups and vow to remain friends forever. But can they

do so, particularly when the dog's master fully
intends to turn him into a first rate tracker? Is it more
natural to be friends than enemies? What parts do

training, heredity, and environment play in adult
decisions? Pretty heady stufl'l'or cartoons, right? As
Lynn Minton might say in her McCall's "Movie
Reviews for Puzzled Parents," "You may want to
discuss the implications with your children
aftelward.

''

should adcl that I did lind some of the molal
ramifications a bit confusing. 'l'he comic reltef is

I

provided by a pair ol gooiy birds trying withoLtt
success to catch a caterpillar. I'm pretl.y sure that I
wasn't supposecl to start wonclering why it was o.K.
for them to pursue their natural prey and not f or men

and hunting dogs to do so. Perhaps the filmmakers'

it is man who upsets the
of nature anyway. (If so, I would hope that
James Watt will get his own private print of the film.)
But since the hunter here is portrayed as halfbuffoon and half-villain, I have to feel the deck is
answer would be that
balance

pretty clearly stacked.
At any rate, as the Hebrew writer said after some
rather convoluted reasoning, "the point in what we
are saying is this": any animated film that can make
you think is worth a look, especially for your children,
The Great MuppeÍ Caper: These days Disney's
mantle really rests on the capable shoulders of Jim
Henson. Only Disney before him has managed so
consistently to bring off the considerable feat of
providing entertainment that is enjoyable for both

children and adults at the same time. The muppets
look funny enough to delight even the smallest tot;
yet there's much more going on with them than kicl
stuff. They can pack a lairly wicked satirical wallop
at their best, yet there's never anything really meanspirited at work in them
- after all, evelyone knows
that "Animal" and "Oscar the Glouch" are totally
good.

it's just because I always want the
to succeed so much that I'm a bit

Perhaps

Muppets

clisappointed in their second full-length film. Plenty

ol smiles and the occasional chuckle, plus the
continual good leeling of being with "nice people,"
but not one

fetch-up-in-the-aisle

belly

laugh

anywhere. The best moments are provided nclt by
a muppet but by Monly Python 's John Cleese. And

Joe Raposo's score made rne wonder what
Coniff is doing these days.

Ray
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Bobbie Lee Holley, Book Review Editor

Robert B. Downs, emeritus Dean of Library Administrstion at the University of lllinois, a quiet meditative man of
books, has written extensively of the power of the written word in such works as Books That Changed the World, Books
That Changed the South, ond Famous Books; Creat Writings in the History of Civilization . In the introduction to the first
of these, he writes:
A popular delusion widely prevalent holds thot books are inanimate, ineffective, peaceful objects, belonging to the
cloistered shades and qcqdemic quiet of monasleries, universities, and other reteats from a ¡noterialistic, evil world.
According to this curious misconceplion, books are full of impractical theory, and of slight significance for the
hardheaded man of affairs. . . . Throughout history, the evidence is piled high that books, rather than beingfutile,
harmless, and innocent, are frequenlly dynømic, vital things, capable of changing the entire direction of events
sometimes for good, sometimes for ill.

Fev, o"f the really seminal books were best-sellers in their time. The influence of many stemmed from the times that
produced the lhinking of the author. For example, Machiavelli's The Prince was written "for the express purpose of
.freeing his beloved ltaly from foreign aggression." Thomas Paine's Comrnon Sense spoke to an already explosive
almosphere, Íhus helping trigger the American Revolulion. On the other hand, os Downs points out, many books did not
make lheir impact until many years øfter they were published. "Adam Smith and Karl Marx, to illustrote, were dead v,hen
the importance of their books was perceived. Thoreau had been gone holf a century when his doctrine oJ'civil disobedience
v,as applied by Mahøtma Gandhi in India and South Africa."
Considering the dynomic and vitol influence of "words" on the course of history and on individual lives (and that after
0ll is u,hy we recommend books), v,e have asked Dr. Everett Ferguson, Professor of Church History at Abilene Chrisliøn
University, Io write a series oJ brief essays on "Bor¡ks Thctt Shaped the Church." Not only do we c'otnmend the essays
lhetnselves but suggest Ihat they tnigh! serve as an ouÍline.for your reading in church history.
_Bobbie Lee Hollev

Irenaeu s, Against Heresies
By EVERETT I-ERGUSON

f the "Books That Shaped the Church," of
course, none can compare with the New
Testament documents. The purpose of this series of
articles is to look at selected post-canonical Christian
writings which have had a significant influence on
Christian history. The writing to be examined first is
a witness to the importance attached in the second
century to apostolic authority.
Irenaeus as a boy heard the teaching of Polycarp,
bishop of Smyrna and supposed disciple of the
[iveretl Ferguson is Prolcssor of ('hurch History in Ihe I]ible Deparlmenl of'
Abilene

22

C

hristian Univcrsit¡,.

apostle John. After studying at Rome, he went to
Gaul where he became a presbyter in the church at
Lugdunum (Lyons). While he was delivering a letter
to the bishop of Rome, a persecution took the life of

Lyons' bishop, Pothinus. On his return lrenaeus

succeeded Pothinus as bishop. He himself died
shortly after 200, perhaps a martyr.

Beyond these few facts little is known of
Irenaeus' life. His importance for early church
history is his writing. The full title of the work cited
as Agøinsl Heresies is "Five Books of the Exposure
and Overthrow of the Gnosis Falsely So-Called."

SIIPTEMBER, ]9BI

Christians in the second century were concerned
about a religious philosophy called Gnosticism. The
term covers a variety of teachers and viewpoints, but
in general stands for a religion which taught the
evilness of matter, a redemption through a savior
who brought knowledge (gnosis), and a mythological
interpretation of scripture.

Irenaeus surpassed earlier opponents of

Gnosticism in his knowledge of their teachings. He
made the effort to know whereof he spoke. After
giving an exposition of some Gnostic views and a
refutation on general grounds, he proceeded to
arguments based on a detailed exegesis of scripture.
Irenaeus throughout emphasized basic Christian
doctrines-the one God, creation, Christ as divine

and human, redemption, resurrection. He argued
from the historical nature of Christianity,
Despite the strengths of lrenaeus' approach, there
are weaknesses. Irenaeus was not without
speculations of his own, though generally of a more
sober kind than his opponents. Some will find in his
thinking too much of an emphasis on the
institutional church.
Irenaeus stood at the transition from the "early
catholic church" of the second century of which he
was the heir to the "old catholic church" of the late
second/early third century of which he became the

spokesman. In many respects he pointed back to the

in his stress on the early Christian
preaching, respect for apostolic authority and
historical tradition, and effort to be biblical. In other
respects he unconsciously pointed forward to the
developing catholic Christianity: tradition as
interpreting scripture, the apostolic succession of
bishops, the appeal to the example of the church at
Rome, a place for Mary in the scheme of redemption,
It is difficult now to assess the extent to which
Against Heresies "shaped the church." lf not
decisive itself, it represents the church's arguments
against and victory over the heresies of the second
century and the standpoint from which future
developments would come. Although unsparing of
those who rejected fundamentals of the apostolic
faith, Irenaeus worked for peace among those of
different opinions within the church.
apostolic age:

For Further Study:
The only English translation

of the complete

Against Heresies is found in the Ante-Nicene
FaÍhers, Vol. I (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans,
1950

reprint).

The fullest study in English of Irenaeus is John
Lawson, The Biblical Theology of Soinf lrenaeus
(London; Epworth Press, 1948).

G.H.P. Showalter Library Donated To Institute ['or Christian Studies
C.H,P. Showalter's personal library has been donated to the Institute for Christian Studies in Austin by his
daughter, Mrs. R.O. Kenley, Jr. Included in this donation are books from the library of R.O. Kenley, Sr., of
Houston, Texas.
Showalter was a dominant figure in the Church of Christ for over 50 years as educator, author, editor, and
lecturer. He was a diligent student of scripture and Christian history and was editor of the þ'irtn Foundation ttntil
his death in 1954 at the age of 84.

As an elder at the University Avenue Church ol'Christ in Austin, Showalter was instrumental in the founding

of the Institute for Christian Stuclies in 1917. Adjacent to the University of T'exas campr"rs, the Institute for
Christian Studies is part of the Iliblical Studies Center at the University Avenue Church of Christ, which also
includes a campus rninistry program. Ihe Institute plovicles the Church of Christ Bible Clhair at the University
and also offers upper division courses. A second degree program is offered to U.T. students in conjunction with
Abilene Christian University, and the ICS offers a full-time, two-yeâr program in traiuing for ministry.

"We are especially pleased wittr this addition to our library," said Dr. Willian Shive, head of Administration to
the Institute. "G.H.P. Showalter's stature, his support of'this institution, and the quality of the volumes are
important. But most important is thc testimony ol this gift to the quality o.f' our cclucational and outrcach
ministries.

"

The C.H.P. Showalter library contains 223 volumes, including rare editions of Christian publications from the
micl-and late nineteenth century. lt was deliveled to the lnstitute on May 7 by two ol Showalter's granddaughters, Mrs. Martha Jcan Ownby and Mrs. Margaret F. Goodnight.
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Dear Forum:

Within the last two years, you printed an article which presented a brief history of the
Church of Christ that was very enlightening to me. I cannot locate that issue of M¡ssl¿rr
Journøl but would very much like to get a reprint of it. Pleasê advise me if this is
possible.

I

appreciate Mission Journal so much. Thank you

for an open and

loving

examination of doctrine.

Marilyn L. Colson
Clanton, Alabama
The article in question was "lntroducing Ourselves to Others" in the January,
1980 issue of the Journal. We have had many requests for that particular
article, and therefore reprinted that issue. Several copies of that issue still
remain and may be purchased at $l per copy.

-the

Editor

Dear Forum:

I hesitate to add anything to the topic of Christians and TV, given my own quite long
article in the May, l98l issue of Mission Journal, but I feel compelled to comment
briefly on Professor Gary Burke's review of Virginia Stem Owens' book, The Total
Image, which he compares somewhat unfavorably with Ben Armstrong's The Electric
Church (luly , 1981).
One who has not read Owens' book may get the impression from Burke's review that
her presentation is detrimentally "glib" and the substance of her remarks unfortunately
"thin" and without the "authority" that someone "with special credentials" might
have provided. Owens' book, in fact, strikes me as quite profound in its inquiry into
mediated TV reality and the effect it has on one's conciousness and faith. It is true that
Owens does not marshall quantitative facts-she has done no empirical research as
such-and that she fails almost entirely to address the question of whether TV is
"creative" or "imaginative" in its presentation of the gospel. But this is, after all, the
whole point of her attack on what Burke calls "mediated religion." Where Armstrong
assumes TV is an acceptable medium and then proceeds to map its uses, Owens raises
the question of its legitimacy from the start. A more profound difference between the
two books, however, seems to me to be Armstrong's seeming willingness to accept

technology uncritically-simplistically, one might say-and Owens' tenacious
skepticism about it and (in Burke's words) "all parachurch organizations." Owens'
defense of the congregation as the proper setting for fellowship and nourishmenl,
furthermore, will confirm for many the restoration ideal. lt remains to be seen whether
Burke's candidate for "baptism" and "faithful service" is "from heaven or men."
Bruce Edwards, Jr.
Assistant Professor of English
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio
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